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Materials have hidden messages. These create a powerful link to our emotional 
psyches and shape our connection to daily life.

The w 084 studioilse lamp is a sturdy friend, unpretentious and always there 
for us. We chose honest materials that carry clear messages: iron because 
of its feelings of stability, reliability, trust; wood because of its warmth and life, 
and mineral plastic because of its intimate glow, as well as its tactility.

Then we combined the three, trying to achieve a certain oddness. There is an 
innate awkwardness in the directional light that we wanted to amplify — rather 
as with people, this is a sympathetic quality, not a sin.

Design: Ilse Crawford

Product Information
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The base is made of sand-casted iron that is treated with vegetable oil  
and then burnt. The arms are made of beach, the joints of die-cast aluminum 
and the shade is made of injection moulded chalk/glass/PBT.

The light is dimmable at the turn of a dimmer button. 

The white shade gives a slightly transparent glow.

The friction joints are used to adjust the arm to the preferred fixed position.

The shade can be adjusted both vertically and horizontally.

A rotation mechanism in the iron base allows rotation of the lamp.

The shade is made of aluminium. 

The bracket, counter-weight and dimmer-housing are made of sand-casted 
iron that is treated with vegetable oil and then burnt. The arm of the wall 
version is made of beach.

The light technology is based on an energy-efficient, high quality  
LED solution, which gives a warm white light.

The shade has an integrated dimmable electronic driver that enables 
dimming from an external dimmer. For example, a wall dimmer.

The wall lamp is equipped with a dimmer and dimmer-housing on the cord.

The shade protects from glare while the diffuser gives and evenly  
disturbed light over a large surface.

Material (table, floor)

Material (pendant)

Material (wall)

Dimmable (table, floor)

Dimmable (pendant)

Dimmable (wall)

Slightly transparent 
shade (table, floor)

Friction joints (table, floor)

Adjustable shade  
(table, floor)

Rotation mechanism 
(table, floor)

Integrated LED  
(pendant, wall)

Glare-protecting shade  
and diffuser (pendant, wall)

w 084 studioilse  Features
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Product name  w084 studioilse t1  w084 studioilse t2  w084 studioilse f

Dimensions (mm)

Model Table lamp — one arm Table lamp — two arms Floor lamp

Mounting Base Base Free-standing

Material Cast iron, aluminium, beech, chalk/glass/PBT Cast iron, aluminium, beech, chalk/glass/PBT Cast iron, aluminium, beech, chalk/glass/PBT

Cord length 200 cm - textile cable 200 cm - textile cable 300 cm - textile cable

Light source Halogen IRC, socket: GY 6.35 — included Halogen IRC, socket: GY 6.35 — included Halogen IRC, socket: GY 6.35 — included

Watt Max 35 W Max 35 W Max 35 W

Lumen 670 670 670

Lumen/W 19 19 19

Colour temperature 3000 K 3000 K 3000 K

CRI 100 100 100

Light source life 
expectancy

4000 h 4000 h 4000 h

Light control Dimmable Dimmable Dimmable

Energy class C C C

Packaging dimensions L60 x W45 x H20 cm (0,05 m3) L60 x W45 x H20 cm (0,05 m3) Box 1: L121 x W31 x H22 cm (0.08 m3)
Box 2: L27 x W25.5 x H7 cm (0.005 m3)

Packaging weight 5.6 kg 5.8 kg Box 1: 4 kg / Box 2: 8 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

Red cable 7330492005522 084T100 Red cable 7330492005546 084T200 Reb cable 7330492005560 084F100

Brown cable 7330492005539 084T103 Brown cable 7330492005553 084T203 Brown cable 7330492005577 084F103

133
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520

133
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133
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Product name w084 studioilse w w084 studioilse s

Dimensions (mm)

Model Wall lamp Pendant lamp

Mounting Wall-mounted Ceiling rose — included

Material Cast iron, beech, aluminium Aluminium

Cord length 200 cm, textile cable 300 cm, textile cable

Light source Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included

Watt 6 W 6 W

Lumen 560 560

Lumen/W 93 -

Colour temperature 3000 K 3000 K

CRI > 93 > 93

Light source life  
expectancy

50.000 h 50.000 h

Light control Dimmable Dimmable

Energy class A+ A+

Packaging dimensions Box 1: L45 x W45 x H40 cm (0.081 m3)
Box 2: L190 x W8.5 x H8.5 cm (0.007 m3)

L45 x W45 x H30 cm (0.061 m3)

Packaging weight Box 1: 6 kg — Box 2: 1.5 kg 2.5 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

Red cable 7330492005607 084W100 Signal White
(White cable)

7330492007878 084S19003

Brown cable 7330492005614 084W103 Grey White
(Silver cable)

7330492007885 084S19002

Stone Grey
(Silver cable)

7330492007892 084S17030

Chrome Green
(Silver cable)

7330492007908 084S16020

Jet Black 
(Black cable)

7330492007915 084S19005

Aluminium 
shade
(Red cable)

7330492005584 084S100

Aluminium 
shade
(Brown cable)

7330492005591 084S103

220

409

2040

390

409
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Box 22212
250 24 Helsingborg  
Sweden

P+46 42 284 010
F +46 42 284 081
info@wastberg.com
www.wastberg.com

Wästberg is a Swedish lighting company aimed at bringing back 
light to human proximity, by restoring the private spheres man 
has been deprived of during decades of misguided pursuit of 
efficiency and standardisation. The universally acclaimed lamps 
are created in close collaboration with some of the world’s most 
renowned architects, designers and lighting experts, and have 
earned prestigious awards for their combination of aesthetics, 
cutting-edge technology and resource conservation. 


